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Introduction

A program specializer (also called a partial evaluator) transforms a program and a speci�cation
restricting the possible values of its inputs into a specialized program that operates only on those
input values satisfying the speci�cation. The specializer uses the information in the speci�cation
to perform some of the program's computations at specialization time, resulting in a specialized
program that runs faster than the original program did.

Program specializers operate by symbolically reducing the program on the speci�cation of its
inputs. Computations that can be performed, given the information available, are performed;
otherwise, residual code is generated, delaying the computation until the specialized program is run.
Not all performable computations are performed: to guarantee termination of the specializer, and
to provide sharing in specialized programs, the specializer performs folding[8] operations. Folding is
done by recursively specializing certain distinguished1 parts of the program (specialization points),
and re-using these specialized subprograms (specializations) where appropriate. Most specializers
use a strategy called polyvariant specialization[7], in which program points are specialized with
respect to the known values in their argument speci�cations, and specializations are re-used when
all of the known values in their speci�cations match exactly. Some variants of this method, such as
[23, 41, 49] go further, allowing the building of specializations based on known types of otherwise
unknown values.

In this paper, we examine this practice of re-using specializations of program points based on
matching argument speci�cations. We contend that the argument values on which a program point
is specialized often contain more information than is actually utilized in the computation of the
specialization. That is, di�erent argument values can produce the same specialized procedure. This
behavior hurts performance both at program specialization time (by forcing the partial evaluator
to compute specializations needlessly), and at runtime (by building unnecessarily large residual
programs, which cause degradations in cache and virtual memory performance).

Before we consider examples, a few explanations are necessary. The examples in this paper
involve specializing programs written in a functional subset of Scheme[34]; thus, both programs
and specialization points will be user function de�nitions. This is true of most specializers for
functional languages, although some, like Similix[6], have a prepass that adds additional function
de�nitions to the program to enable specialization of program points that were not originally
user functions. We will treat the terms \program specializer" and \specializer" as synonyms. To
denote the amount of information the specializer is given about a value, we use the terms \known"
and \unknown," rather than \static" and \dynamic," because these latter terms may connote
approximations; in systems using binding time analysis[26], \dynamic" means \possibly unknown"
rather than \unknown." Finally, to avoid confusion, all of the specializations in the examples take
the same number of arguments as the function de�nitions that were specialized; of course, a real
specializer would perform arity reduction to remove dead formals, and would hoist invariant formals
to an enclosing lexical scope.

Di�erent argument values can produce the same specialization in several ways. Consider
specializing2

1Many program specializers, such as Mix[26] and its descendants, make the choice of these points statically, before
specialization takes place, but it is also possible to make this decision dynamically during specialization, as is done

in FUSE[47] and Turchin's supercompiler[45].
2We realize that, under most specializers, this function (and many of our other examples) would never be spe-
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(define (test1 x y z)

(if x

(+ 1 z)

y))

on x=#t, y=2, and z unknown; the residual code would be

(define (res-test1 z)

(+ 1 z))

This specialization will only be re-used at call sites where x=#t, y=2, and z is unknown. If, in the
same program, test1 is also called with di�erent values for y, the specialization res-test1 will
not be re-used; instead, a new, identical specialization will be built for each value of y, and all of
these specializations will appear in the residual program.3 Ideally, the specializer should deduce
that all specializations with x=#t and z unknown are equivalent; the value of y is dead, and thus
should not be factor in the decision whether to re-use the specialization res-test1.

This behavior occurs in cases other than the \dead formal" case above. A specialization can
depend on only part of a structured parameter, such as pair, vector, or closure. Specializing

(define (test2 x a)

(+ (car x) a))

where x is a pair with a car of 1, and a is unknown, yields a specialization that is independent
of the value of cdr x. A naive specializer would build di�erent specializations for x=(1 . 2) and
x=(1 . 3). Similarly, a specialization can depend only on the type of an argument, rather than
its value; if a and b are unknown, the specialization of

(define (test3 x a b)

(if (number? x) a b))

depends only on whether (number? x) is true, not on any speci�c value of x. In other cases, type
information about a parameter is not used in building a specialization; specializing

(define (test4 x)

(if (null? x)

0

(1+ (length (cdr x)))))

cialized, but only unfolded. However, by introducing recursion, we can trivially convert all of our examples to ones

which must be specialized in order to guarantee termination of the program specializer. For the case of the test1

function in this example, consider instead specializing

(define (must-specialize a x y z)

(if (null? a)

'()

(cons (if x (+ 1 z) y)

(must-specialize (cdr a) x y z))))

on x=#t, y=2, and a and z unknown.
3In this particular case, a postprocessor could presumably eliminate the extra de�nitions, but it is possible to

construct examples where a reasonable postprocessor could not. Also, even if a postprocessor could improve the

residual code, the time wasted building redundant specializations could not be reclaimed.
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on a list x, of unknown length, yields the same result regardless of any knowledge about the type
of the elements of the list. Finally, parameters can interact; specializing

(define (test5 x y a)

(* (+ x y) a)

on x=1, y=2, and a unknown yields

(define (res-test5 x y a)

(* 3 a))

which is valid for any values of x and y whose sum is 3, not just for the speci�c case of x=1 and
y=2.

Thus, di�erent sets of argument values can produce the same specialization; conversely, a spe-
cialization can often be safely applied to sets of argument values di�erent from those used to build
the specialization. If we de�ne the domain of a specialization as the set of argument values for
which it returns the same result as the original function, we can state the problem more clearly:
a specialization of a function often has a domain which is larger than the set of argument values

denoted by the argument speci�cation used to build the specialization. We advocate reasoning about
the domains of specializations in order to re-use specializations more e�ectively. Of course, specify-
ing some domains, such as that of res-test5, would require a constraint solver for real arithmetic,
which is far beyond the scope of the approximate solution we o�er.

This paper has �ve sections. The �rst develops an informal theory of specialization, and pro-
vides a criterion for choosing when to re-use an existing specialization. Section 2 describes our
partial evaluator, FUSE, its type system, and how an approximate version of the re-use criterion
is implemented using the type system. This is followed by a description of some extensions to
the re-use mechanism (Section 3), and discussion of where, during the specialization of everyday
programs, our mechanism is useful (Section 4). We conclude with a discussion of related work
(Section 5).

1 A Re-Use Criterion for Specializations

This section describes a criterion for optimal re-use of specializations, and comments on why this
criterion is not directly implementable.

1.1 Formalisms

A specializer takes a function de�nition and a speci�cation of the arguments to that function, and
produces a residual function de�nition, or specialization. The argument speci�cation restricts the
possible values of the actual parameters that will be passed to the function at runtime. Although
di�erent specializers use di�erent speci�cation techniques, thus allowing di�erent classes of values
to be described, they all share this same general input/output behavior.

We de�ne a specializer as follows:
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De�nition 1 (Specializer) Let L be a language with value domain V and evaluation function

E : L � V ! V . Let S be a set of possible speci�cations of values in V , and let C : S !PS(V )
be a \concretization" function mapping a speci�cation into the set of values it denotes. A special-
izer is a function SP : L � S ! L mapping a function de�nition f2L and a speci�cation s2S into

a residual function de�nition SP(f; s)2L such that

8a 2 C(s) [E(f; a) 6=?V ) E(f; a) = E(SP(f; s); a)] :

This de�nition allows the residual function de�nition to return any value when the original
function de�nition fails to terminate (indicated by the evaluator returning ?V ); a stricter de�nition
would preserve the termination properties of the original function de�nition.

In order to build a specialization of a particular function, it is often the case that the specializer
will build other specializations (possibly of the same function) as well. To avoid duplication of
work (and to guarantee termination of the specializer), most specializers use some form of caching.
The class of polyvariant specializers re-uses specializations with respect to identical speci�cations.
When the specializer specializes a function f on some argument speci�cation s, it makes an as-
sociation between f , s, and the specialized (residual) function r, so that subsequent attempts to
specialize f on s (or any speci�cation x satisfying C(x) = C(s)) can simply return r without further
computation. This form of re-use is obviously safe, since if the specialization r is valid for all values
denoted by s, it is surely valid with respect to some other speci�cation that denotes an identical
set of values. We will refer to s as the index of the specialization r.

Sometimes, as in the examples above, when a function is specialized, not all of the information
in the argument speci�cation is used in computing the specialization. Re-using specializations
only when the argument speci�cations are identical misses opportunities to re-use specializations
because the argument speci�cation does not always accurately reect the set of values over which
the specialization is valid. That set is de�ned as follows:

De�nition 2 (Domain of Specialization) If f is a function de�nition, and r is the result of spe-

cializing it on some argument speci�cation, then the domain of specialization of r is a set of values

DOS(r)2PS(V ) where

DOS(r) = fv2V j E(f; v) 6= ?V ) E(f; v) = E(r; v)g:

The domain of specialization is the set of argument values for which the specialization and the
original function de�nition compute the same result, or under which the original function fails to
terminate. As before, we allow the specialization to return any value on argument values which
cause the original function de�nition to fail to terminate. The DOS is useful as a safety criterion:

De�nition 3 (Safe Re-Use) When a specializer is faced with the task of specializing a function f

on a speci�cation s, it can safely re-use another specialization r of f whenever C(s) � DOS(r).

This is a correctness criterion only, and does not guarantee optimality. Consider specializing
(lambda (x y) (+ x y)) on unknown x and y, producing (lambda (x y) (+ x y)). The cor-
rectness criterion indicates that re-using this specialization for the case x=1, y=2 is safe; however,
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it does not indicate that not re-using the specialization will allow us to build a \better" one, namely
(lambda (x y) 3). The domain of specialization doesn't indicate whether the specializer could
generate a \better" specialization for a smaller domain.

Before proceeding, we must codify this notion of \better." Intuitively, the goal of a specializer
is to perform reductions at specialization time, so that these reductions will not be performed at
runtime. Because these reductions make use of information available at specialization time, that
information must also be true of the values passed in at runtime. Thus, each time the specializer
makes use of specialization-time information to perform a reduction (and thus build a more e�cient
specialization), it reduces the domain of the specialization. Making use of this observation, we can
de�ne an optimality relation on specializations:

De�nition 4 (Strictly More Specialized) A specialization p of a function f is strictly more spe-
cialized than another specialization q of f if and only if DOS(p) � DOS(q).

Thus, for x=1, y=2, the specialization (lambda (x y) 3) is strictly more specialized than the
specialization (lambda (x y) (+ x y)) because it has the domain of pairs of numbers whose sum
is 3, rather than the domain of pairs of numbers.

Now that we have both a safety criterion and an optimality criterion, we can formulate a re-use
criterion:

De�nition 5 (Optimal Re-use) Given a function de�nition f and argument speci�cation s, a spe-

cializer may optimally re-use a specialization r of f if and only if it is safe (De�nition 3) to do so,

and SP(f; s) is not strictly more specialized ( i.e. not a better specialization) (De�nition 4) than r.

In other words, r can be optimally re-used if and only if

(C(s) � DOS(r))^ :(DOS[SP(f; s)] � DOS(r)):

1.2 Practicalities

Given a re-use criterion for specializations, what can we do with it? As it stands, the de�nition
has two major practical de�ciencies:

1. The real specializer is a program, not a mathematical function. It cannot manipulate arbi-
trary, potentially in�nite sets of values (such as the domain of specialization or concretizations
of argument speci�cations) directly; instead, it must operate on �nite, approximate represen-
tations of these sets. We will use elements of a type lattice as representations; this will
allow us to recast all of the above de�nitions using domain operators instead of set opera-
tors. Although the accuracy of approximation will depend on our choice of type lattice; the
correctness of our algorithms will not depend on any particular choice.

2. The optimality test requires that the specializer compute the specialization SP(f; s) before
deciding whether to re-use a pre-existing specialization r of f . While this method produces
the desired output, it does not satisfy our goal of saving work in the specializer itself, since
the specializer would need to build a specialization in order to determine whether it is nec-
essary to build that same specialization. Since, in some cases, it is possible to prove that
DOS[SP(f; s)] = DOS[r] from r and s alone, without computing SP(f; s), our strategy will
be to attempt this proof, and apply the optimal re-use criterion only when the proof fails.
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Num numbers

Bool = true + false booleans

Sym symbols

Str strings

Nil = nil empty list

Pair = Val� Val pairs

Func = Val! Val function values

VAL = Num+ Bool + Sym + String+ Nil+ Pair+ Func Values

Figure 1: Value domains for Scheme

2 Re-use of Specializations in FUSE

The remainder of this paper describes details of FUSE[47], an on-line program specializer for a
side-e�ect-free subset of the programming language Scheme, with atoms, pairs, and higher-order
procedures, but no vectors, input/output, �rst-class continuations, or apply. Given these restric-
tions on types, the syntax and semantics of the language processed by FUSE are very similar to
those in [34] and will not be described here.

2.1 Specifying Values with Types

A specializer operates on programs and argument speci�cations. Because Scheme functions can take
multiple arguments, we will use value speci�cations to specify the values of individual arguments;
an argument speci�cation is simply a tuple of value speci�cations. A value speci�cation is a �nite
description of a possibly in�nite collection of values that might appear in its place at runtime.
Because such a description is �nite, it is necessarily approximate; to ensure correctness, it must
also be conservative. That is, any speci�cation must denote at least those values which will be
passed as arguments at runtime; often it will denote more values.

The de�nition of a value speci�cation corresponds nicely with our notion of a type, since types
are also used to describe sets of possible values. Thus, it seems intuitive to use types as value
speci�cations. We immediately run into a problem, however|Scheme is an untyped language, and
there are many possible type systems that we could impose upon it.

A specializer for a language can be considered as an interpreter for the same language that
operates under a nonstandard semantics. Making this observation, we note that a typical Scheme
evaluator manifestly types the values it operates on. The types it uses are exactly those which are
injection tags in the value domain of Scheme, namely those shown above in Figure 1. These are
the types used by the evaluator and the primitive functions; since the specializer is, in some sense,
emulating the evaluator, we would like it to be able to describe the types used by the evaluator, so
that it can make reductions based on type information.

FUSE's domain of value speci�cations is similar to the domain Val in Figure 1. The main
di�erence is that, while an evaluator operates only on concrete values (such as 1, and (foo . bar)),
the specializer must also be able to describe sets of values. One way to do this is to add top
elements to the the various subdomains in Val (i.e., \lift" the CPOs), since each top element can
be interpreted as describing all of the elements below it. Therefore, in addition to values, FUSE
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;;; This figure is a transcript; lines beginning with "=>" were typed by the user

;;; Other lines were printed by the Scheme evaluator

=> (pp (sval-value-spec (scheme-value->sval 2)))

#(type #type-mk %number)

(value 2)

=> (define s (sval-value-spec (scheme-value->sval `(,(a-value) . ,(a-number)))))

=> (pp s)

#(type #type-mk %pair)

(value

(#[SV 1055]# . #[SV 1056]#))

=> (pp (sval-value-spec (car (value-spec-value s))))

#(type #type-mk %top)

(value ())

=> (pp (sval-value-spec (cdr (value-spec-value s))))

#(type #type-mk %top-number)

(value ())

Figure 2: Examples of value speci�cations

value speci�cations may also contain representations of >Num, >Bool, >Sym, >Str, >Func, and >Val.
There is no need to represent >Nil or >Pair, since Nil has only one element, and because the
\least known" pair can be represented as < >Val;>Val >. FUSE de�nes a partial order on value
speci�cations in the usual way.

This scheme represents known values exactly, and preserves the structure of partially known
values with known, �nite structure. It cannot, however, describe the structure of recursively struc-
tured objects of unknown size (such as the set of all lists of integers), describe disjoint unions (the
set f1:2; 3; 5g), or describe arbitrary constraints (such as the set of all pairs of numbers whose sum
is 3, or the set of values that are not pairs).

In actuality, the FUSE type system is slightly more complicated. In order to support �xpointing,
a representation for ?Val is available, as is a representation of >List, which denotes a pair or the
empty list. In the future, we expect to add support for recursive datatypes, and limited support
for disjoint union types.

To make these ideas concrete, we discuss FUSE's representations. FUSE operates by interpret-
ing function de�nitions under a nonstandard semantics and nonstandard value domain. Instead of
using ordinary Scheme values, FUSE uses symbolic values. A symbolic value has several attributes,
one of which is a value speci�cation, denoting the values that could possibly appear in place of the
symbolic value at runtime. Several other attributes are used by the code generator, and will not be
discussed further here (they will also be omitted from examples). The value speci�cation consists
of a type marker and an optional value attribute. The type markers bottom, top, top-number,
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top-boolean, top-string, top-proc, and top-list do not denote speci�c values, and thus do
not take a value attribute, while the type markers number, boolean, symbol, string, prim-proc,
compound-proc, and pair all take a value attribute, which is the actual number, boolean, symbol,
string, primitive procedure, compound procedure, or pair that is denoted. In the case of pairs, the
speci�cation denotes all pairs whose car and cdr are denoted by the symbolic values in the car

and cdr positions, respectively, of the value attribute. For examples of value speci�cations, see the
transcript in Figure 2 or [49].

2.2 Computing Approximations of the DOS

Now that we have described FUSE's repertoire of argument speci�cations, we turn our attention to
using them to compute the domain of specialization of a particular specialization. As mentioned be-
fore, the DOS is often in�nite, and cannot be computed directly. Instead, we compute an argument
speci�cation which safely approximates the DOS, in the sense that its concretization is a subset of
the DOS. We say an argument speci�cation x is strictly more general than another speci�cation y

if x = y. When x is strictly more general than y, we also say that x has strictly less information

than y, or conversely, that y has strictly more information than x. For a specialization r of a
function de�nition f , the approximation we are seeking is the most general argument speci�cation
s such that SP(f; s) = r. We will call this speci�cation the Most General Index, or MGI, of the
specialization r.

The process of specialization incrementally and monotonically reduces the domain of the spe-
cialized function. The original (unspecialized) function de�nition has the largest possible domain,
since any values could potentially be passed in at runtime. When specializing a function de�nition,
the specializer uses the information in the argument speci�cation to perform a reduction if that
reduction is valid for all instances of the speci�cation. Some reductions (such as reducing (+ 1

2) to 3, or reducing (if #t 'foo 'bar) to foo, where the 1, 2, #t, foo, and bar are constants
in the program) are always valid, regardless of the speci�cation, and do not reduce the domain of
the specialization. Others, however, that rely on information in the speci�cation (such as reducing
(number? x) to #t when x is speci�ed as >Num, or reducing (+ y 1) to 3 when y is speci�ed as
2) reduce the domain of the specialized function.

Our approach relies on maintaining, at all times, an approximation of the most general index
of each function currently being specialized. Just as argument speci�cations are comprised of value
speci�cations, one per argument, the approximation of the MGI is maintained on a per-argument
basis. For each argument to a specialization, the corresponding portion of the approximation
starts out at >Val; each time the specializer performs a reduction that reduces the domain of
the specialization, it updates the approximation. When the specializer is �nished building the
specialization, the approximation will be correct, and can be cached along with the specialization
and the index.

We implement this in FUSE by adding a new attribute, the domain speci�cation, to all sym-
bolic values. Whenever FUSE decides to specialize a function on some argument speci�cation, it
makes copies of all of the symbolic values in the speci�cation, and sets the domain speci�cation
of each copy to top. As it constructs the body of the specialization (by applying the body to the
new, copied argument speci�cation), it uses the value speci�cations to perform various reductions.
Whenever a reduction reduces the DOS of the specialization, the corresponding domain speci�cation
is side-e�ected to a value lower in the lattice (though never lower than the corresponding argument
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speci�cation; for any symbolic value with argument speci�cation s and domain speci�cation d, we
require that s v d). This \lowering" can happen in one of three cases:

� conditionals: When the test of a conditional is known, the conditional is reduced to one of
its two branches, and the domain speci�cation of the test is set to the value speci�cation of
the test. If the test is unknown, its domain speci�cation is left unchanged.

� primitives: When a primitive is reduced, any information it uses about its arguments must be
reected in the domain speci�cations of those arguments. That is, if a primitive p is reduced
on an argument with speci�cation s, it must set the argument's domain speci�cation, d, to a
value su�ciently low in the lattice that 8x 2 C[d](E(SP(p; d); x) = E(SP(p; s); x) = E(p; x)).
Furthermore, it should never be the case that reducing a primitive on a speci�c argument
speci�cation should use more information than reducing it on a more general argument speci-
�cation; that is, if reducing p on s sets the argument's domain speci�cation to d, and reducing
it on s0 sets it to d0, then s v s0 ) d v d0.

For instance, executing number? on a symbolic value denoting 6 reduces to #t; this used the
fact that 6 is a number, so its domain speci�cation is lowered to top-number. Executing 1+

on a symbolic value denoting 6 returns 7; in this case, the 6 was used for its value, and its
domain speci�cation is lowered to (number 6).

Note that this strategy occasionally loses accuracy due to the limitations of the FUSE type
system. One example is reducing (null? x) to #f when x is known to be the pair (1 . 2).
The information being used is that x is not the empty list; but there is no way of expressing
this in the type system. The best we can do is to �nd the highest point in the lattice which
lies above x but not above the empty list;4 in this case, it is (pair (y . z)), where y and z

are symbolic values with value speci�cations top. This gives a conservative estimation of the
DOS, because we are restricting it to all pairs rather than all objects other than the empty
list. A similar case is reducing (+ a b) to 3 when a is known to be 1 and b is known to be
2. Ideally, this should restrict the domain to those cases where the sum of a and b is 3, but
since we cannot express that, we instead restrict the domain to one where a is exactly 1 and
b is exactly 2; in this case, we do no better than normal polyvariant specialization. A better
type system capable of expressing negation would be helpful here.

� function application: When the head of the application is known, its domain speci�cation is
set to its value speci�cation. After this is done, if the head is a primitive, the specializer simply
applies it (computing a new symbolic value for the returned value, which may include residual
code if the primitive cannot be reduced), while if it is a user procedure, the specializer must
make the usual unfold/specialize decision. If the decision is to unfold, the body is evaluated
on the actual parameter values in the usual way; any conditionals, primitives, or function
applications in the body will alter the domain speci�cations of the actual parameters to
the unfolded procedure. If the decision is to specialize, the specializer will either re-use a
previous specialization, or construct a new one (how this choice is made is described in the
next section). After this choice is made, the domain speci�cation of each actual parameter

4This method presumes that a unique such point exists; this happens to be the case for FUSE's type lattice, because

?Val is the only type with multiple parents. More complicated type lattices would require a di�erent mechanism for

expressing the complement of a type.
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;;; This figure is a transcript; lines beginning with "=>" were typed by the user

=> (define test

'(lambda (x y z)

(if x

(+ 1 z)

(* 10 (car y)))))

;;; Note: For brevity, pp-graph prints specifications using a representation

;;; slightly different from that described in the text and shown in Figure 2.

;;; Concrete values print as themselves, and pairs print in standard Scheme fashion.

=> (pp-graph (sp test #t '(2 . 3) (a-value)))

(((no-name ; name of specialization

((#T (2 . 3) top) ; index (value attributes only)

(#T top top))) ; MGI (valid for all y)

(lambda (x3 y2 z1) (+ 1 z1)))) ; body of specialization

=> (pp-graph (sp test (a-value) '(2 . 3) (a-value)))

(((no-name

((top (2 . 3) top) ; index

(top (2 . top) top))) ; MGI (didn't use cdr of y)

(lambda (x3 y2 z1) ; body

(if x3 (+ 1 z1) 20))))

=> (pp-graph (sp test (a-value) `(,(a-number) . 3) (a-value)))

(((no-name

((top (top-number . 3) top) ; index

(top (top-number . top) top))) ; MGI (did use type of car of y)

(lambda (x3 y2 z1) ; body

(if x3

(+ 1 z1)

(tc-* 10 (tc-car y2)))))) ; tc-* is * without runtime type checks

Figure 3: Examples of specializations and their MGIs
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must be lowered to indicate that the information in the arguments was used to choose a
particular specialization. We do this by setting the the domain speci�cation of each actual to
the greatest lower bound of the actual's domain speci�cation and the corresponding element
of the chosen specialization's MGI.

Once a specialization is complete, the domain speci�cation attributes of the symbolic values in
the index of the specialization form the MGI for that specialization. The specializer caches this
approximation along with the specialization index and the specialized function body, so that it can
be used when making re-use decisions for that specialization. For an example of MGI computations,
see Figure 3.

2.3 Using the Approximations to Control Re-Use

We have shown how the specializer computes an approximation to the domain of specialization of
each specialization it builds; we now turn our attention to using this information to control re-use
of specializations.

As stated above (De�nition 3), having the DOS allows us to decide when it is safe to re-use a
specialization. Since the DOS is not computable, we will use its approximation, the MGI instead,
substituting domain operators for the set operators in De�nitions 3 and 5. Given a specialization
r of a function f , at any particular call site of f on arguments a, if the value speci�cation of a is
less than the MGI of r, then it is safe, though not necessarily desirable, to re-use r.

De�nition 5 provides one method of determining whether to compute a new specialization or
re-use an existing one. It suggests building a new specialization, then comparing the domains
(actually, the best we can do is to compare the MGIs, which are approximate speci�cations of
the domains) of the two specializations: if the domain of the new specialization is smaller, use it;
otherwise, discard it and re-use the old specialization. This technique works, and FUSE sometimes
is forced to use it. Unfortunately, it has the disadvantage that it often computes specializations only
to �nd that they are redundant. This technique will therefore produce better residual programs,
but will not save e�ort at partial evaluation time.

A somewhat more e�cient technique exists: we can often prove that the domains of the old
and new specializations will be the same without building the new specialization. Assume function
f has been specialized on an index (value speci�cation) v, producing specialization r with MGI
(domain speci�cation) d. Specializing f on another value speci�cation v0 where v v v0 v d will
yield a copy of r. Intuitively, v0 contains enough information to allow us to re-use r safely, but no
new information which could make building a new specialization worthwhile. Consider the cases:

1. (v0 6v d). In this case, since the specialization r is guaranteed to be valid only for values
denoted by d, and v0 may denote values not denoted by d, it is not safe to re-use r. Therefore,
build a new specialization on v0.

2. v v v0 v d. In this case, v0 denotes a subset of the denotation of d, so it is safe to re-use
the specialization. Given v, only the information in d was actually used in building r, and v0

contains less information than v, so we have nothing to gain by building a new specialization
(which would necessarily have MGI d). Therefore, re-use r.

3. otherwise. In this case, v0 denotes a set of values which is not a superset of those denoted
by v. Even though it is safe to re-use r, building a specialization on v0 might be worthwhile.
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top

bottom

unsafe to reuse

safe and optimal to reuse

safe to reused

v

Figure 4: Basic re-use criterion. Given an argument speci�cation v0, the reusability of an existing
specialization with argument speci�cation v can be determined by locating v0 in the diagram above.
Re-use is safe when v0 v d and is optimal when v v v0 v d.

Therefore, build a new specialization n; if it is more specialized than r (by the criterion of
De�nition 4), then use it, otherwise discard it and re-use r. In the latter case, discard only
the body of the new specialization n; a relation between the index of n (namely, v0) and the
MGI and body of the old specialization r is still cached. Thus the knowledge that r can be
re-used for speci�cation v0 is not lost, saving the specializer from performing this needless
computation again (we will improve this portion of the criterion in Section 3.3.1).

A diagram of these cases is shown in Figure 4. Case 2 is important because it allows the
specializer to avoid redundant work.

Before presenting FUSE's algorithm for re-using specializations, we must cover one more tech-
nical point dealing with recursion in specializations. FUSE specializes functions in a depth-�rst
manner; during the specialization of a function f , it may specialize other functions that f calls.
Recursion arises when f , directly or indirectly, calls itself. When the specializer reaches a recursive
call to f , it has a problem, because the decision whether to re-use the specialization of f currently
being built depends on the MGI of this specialization, which hasn't yet been fully computed. The
specializer cannot use the partially-computed MGI, because the �nal MGI might be more restric-
tive, and thus the recursive call might be an unsafe one (i.e. the specialization of f might end up
being for a domain that doesn't include the values being passed to the recursive call). Instead,
when deciding whether to re-use a specialization that is currently being built, FUSE uses the spe-
cialization index (which is guaranteed to be less than or equal to the �nal MGI) as the MGI. This
strategy will occasionally cause the specializer to build a redundant specialization of f , which will
then be detected and removed when both specializations of f are complete. Such cases are quite
rare in practice.5 One might consider postponing the re-use decision rather than using an inaccu-

5Many online specializers, including some versions of FUSE, use a termination criterion which forces all non-
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specialize(fcn, args, cache)

for each specialization r of fcn in cache

let the_mgi = if in_progress(r) then index(r) else mgi(r) endif

if (index(r) <= args) and (args <= the_mgi)

then return r

else

; n is the cache object representing the new specialization

let n = <parent=fcn, index=copy of args, mgi=empty, body=empty>

set domain specifications of all symbolic values in index to top_val

add n to cache

build_specialization(n) ; side effects n and cache

for each specialization r<>n in cache

if not in_progress(r) and (n.mgi = r.mgi)

then set n.body = r.body; return r endif

return n

endif

build_specialization(n)

let body = n.parent specialized on n.args

; unfolds parent on arguments

; makes recursive calls to specialize if necessary

; computes mgi(n) in domain specification slots of n.args

set n.body = body

set n.mgi = collect domain_specifications of n.args

Figure 5: FUSE's algorithm for re-using specializations
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rate MGI (the argument speci�cation). Katz [28] has proposed such a mechanism (in his case, he
needs the more accurate MGI information because he uses it to make the specializer terminate).

FUSE's algorithm for re-using specializations is shown in Figure 5. As an example of its usage,
consider the function de�nition

(define test

'(lambda (x y z)

(letrec

((f (lambda (n l)

(if (null? l)

'()

(cons

(if (number? n)

(+ (car l) 1)

(car l))

(f n (cdr l)))))))

(let* ((t1 (f x z))

(t2 (f y z)))

(cons (t1 t2)))))).

Using

(sp test 1 (a-number) (a-value))

will specialize this function de�nition on x=1, y a number, and z unknown. The specializer �rst
builds a specialization of f for n speci�ed as (number 1). However, the value 1 is never used, and
thus n's entry in the MGI will be top-number. When the specializer specializes the second call
to f, where n is bound to top-number, it �nds that the existing specialization satis�es the re-use
criterion, and reuses it. The residual program is thus

(((no-name ; name

((1 top-number top) ; index

(top-number top-number top))) ; MGI

(lambda (x3 y2 z1) ; body

(cons (f6.1 x3 z1) (f6.1 y2 z1))))

((f6.1 ; name

((1 top) ; index

(top-number top))) ; MGI

(lambda (n5 l4) ; body

(if (null? l4) '()

(cons (+ (car l4) 1)

(f6.1 n5 (cdr l4))))))).

Running the command

(sp test (a-number) 1 (a-value))

unfoldable recursive calls to a function f within a specialization of f to invoke that same specialization, generalizing

the arguments as necessary to make this possible. In such cases, using the specialization index when examining

incomplete specializations does not risk building a redundant specialization.
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to invoke the specializer produces a di�erent behavior. In this case, the �rst specialization built
is for n speci�ed as top-number. This type information is used, and thus the MGI also speci�es
n as top-number. When the second call to f is specialized, the value of n, namely (number 1), is
more speci�c than the index of the existing specialization, so the re-use criterion fails, and a new
specialization is built. However, in this new specialization n is used only for its type and not for its
value, so the MGI speci�es n as top-number. At this point, the specializer �nds that it has already
built a specialization with this same MGI, and re-uses it, discarding the new specialization, giving
the following residual program:

(((no-name ; name

((top-number 1 top) ; index

(top-number top-number top))) ; MGI

(lambda (x3 y2 z1) ; body

(cons (f6.1 x3 z1) (f6.1 y2 z1))))

((f6.1 ; name

((top-number top) ; index

(top-number top))) ; MGI

(lambda (n5 l4) ; body

(if (null? l4) '()

(cons (+ (car l4) 1)

(f6.1 n5 (cdr l4))))))).

Thus, in this case, FUSE's strategy produces the desired residual program, but does not save
work at specialization time. Section 3.3.1 describes an improvement which avoids such redundant
work by keeping track of which information was demanded but unavailable; in this case, it would
deduce that the numerical value of n was not demanded, and would not build and discard the
specialization for n as 1.

3 Extensions

This section describes three classes of extensions to the basic re-use algorithm given above. The
�rst class of extensions is necessary to make the re-use mechanism compatible with the �rst-
order information preservation mechanisms of [49, 39]. The second subsection describes how our
mechanism interacts with higher-order specialization as implemented in FUSE, and with the higher-
order specialization techniques described in [39]. Finally, we describe two extensions which improve
the e�ciency of specialization by avoiding the construction of specializations which are sure to be
discarded, and by limiting the use of information during the construction of specializations. These
extensions are, for the most part, orthogonal, and do not interfere with one another.6

These extensions will require that we modify the specializer. To aid in understanding the scope
of these modi�cations, we separate them into three classes:

1. Modi�cations to the re-use criterion of Section 2.3. That is, change the inequality involving
the arguments, specialization index, and MGI in the specialize procedure of Figure 5.

6One exception is that the �rst-order and higher-order mechanisms of [39] are mutually exclusive, so their re-use-

related extensions need not be compatible.
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2. Modi�cations to the computation of domain speci�cations (and thus MGIs), as described in
Section 2.2. This may involve changes to the implementation of primitives, special forms, and
function application in the specializer (i.e., anything invoked by the build-specialization
procedure of Figure 5).

3. Modi�cations to other operations in the specializer unrelated to specialization re-use. This
includes the generalizer as described in [48] as well as the type inference mechanisms of [39].

When we describe modi�cations, we will attempt to categorize them using the above terminol-
ogy.

3.1 Handling FUSE Type Inference

Unlike most other specializers, FUSE reasons about the values returned by residual conditional
expressions and calls to specialized procedures, using the techniques of generalization and �xpoint
iteration, respectively. Each of these techniques requires that we modify the re-use mechanism
slightly. These modi�cations will not a�ect the re-use criterion, but will a�ect both the computation
of domain speci�cations and the operation of the type-inferencing portion of the specializer.

3.1.1 Residual Conditionals

FUSE is often able to compute useful information about the values returned from if-expressions
with unknown tests, by returning the generalization of the value speci�cations of the two arms of
the conditional [48]. For instance, specializing

(lambda (p)

(number?

(if p

1

2)))

on completely unknown p yields the original function de�nition (modulo renaming) under most
specializers, but instead yields

(lambda (p x y z)

#t)

under FUSE.7 This mechanism for propagating information out of residual code necessitates a minor
modi�cation to our procedure for computing the MGI, as described above Section 2.2. Consider
specializing

(lambda (p a b)

(let ((c (if p a b)))

(cons c (number? c))))

7For more realistic examples of the usefulness of such generalization, see [39, 49]
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where p is unknown, a=1 and b=2. The result of (if p a b) (bound to c) will be a symbolic
value with value speci�cation top-number and domain speci�cation top. Applying the primitive
number? will make use of the fact that its input is a number, and will lower the domain speci�cation
of (the symbolic value bound to) c to top-number. Unfortunately, the domain speci�cations for (the
symbolic values bound to) a and b were never changed; therefore, the MGI for the the specialization
will be (top top top) when it should be (top top-number top-number).

The solution is simple: whenever the domain speci�cation of a symbolic value obtained from a
generalization is lowered, the domain speci�cations of both inputs to the generalization must also
be lowered accordingly. Therefore, we add a parents attribute to all symbolic values; whenever a
generalization is performed, the parents �eld of the output symbolic value is set to point to both of
the input symbolic values. All side e�ects to the domain speci�cation slot of a symbolic value are
propagated, recursively, to its parents. Thus, in the example above, the result of evaluating (if

p a b) returns a symbolic value s with value speci�cation top-number, domain speci�cation top,
and parents (a b), where a and b are the symbolic values bound to a and b, respectively. When
the number? operator sets the domain speci�cation of its input, s, to top-number, it also sets the
domain speci�cations of s's parents, a and b, to top-number, and the correct MGI is computed.

This extension is a type 2 modi�cation; it a�ects only the computation of domain speci�cations.

Further complications arise because of FUSE's ability to return information out of calls to
specialized functions. Most specializers simply treat the output of such a residual function call as
though it were >Val. However, FUSE is di�erent; for each specialization it builds, FUSE computes
a generalized return value speci�cation, which speci�es those values that could be returned from
any call to this specialized function. This information can then be used in specializing the function
containing the residual call (for examples, see [49]). The generalized return value speci�cation for
a given specialization is computed by assuming that the return value is ?Val, and performing �xed
point iteration until the return value converges [49, 39].

This mechanism conicts with the specialization re-use analysis because the return value speci-
�cation is computed during specialization, and is based on the specialization's index, not its MGI,
and is thus valid only at the original call site, not at subsequent call sites. For example, specializing
the function

(lambda (x y z)

(if x

y

z))

on x speci�ed as #t, y speci�ed as top-number, and z speci�ed as top yields

(lambda (x y z)

y)

a return value speci�cation of top-number, and a MGI in which y is speci�ed as top. Thus, we
can safely and optimally re-use the specialization on a di�erent set of parameters where y has any
speci�cation that lies below top but not below top-number. Note, however, that the return value
speci�cation is in error; although the specialization is indeed applicable to y speci�ed as top, the
return value speci�cation for that case would be top, not top-number. This occurs because the
return value speci�cation is built using the value speci�cations of the arguments the function was
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specialized on, even though the generated code may be valid for more general inputs (up to and
including the MGI).

We must choose between computing a single, general, return value speci�cation that is valid
for all calls to the specialization, or computing a di�erent one for each call site. Computing a
single value is straightforward; we must ensure that only information used in the building of the
specialization is used in computing the return value speci�cation; values that are not used may
not constrain the return value. This has the disadvantage that accuracy is lost, since all calls to a
specialization must share a common return value speci�cation.

Computing a di�erent return value per call site is more attractive, since it preserves more
information. However, since FUSE computes return value speci�cations by computing the body
of the specialization and taking its value speci�cation attribute, doing this would seem to require
recomputing the body of the specialization on each set of actual parameter speci�cations. Luckily,
we need not perform such a recomputation. At runtime, the value (or its subparts, if it is a data
structure) returned by a call to a user procedure may come from one of three places. A returned
value can be:

1. a constant in the procedure (i.e., 4 or "foo"), or

2. constructed by the procedure (i.e., the result of cons, +, or lambda), or

3. all or part of one of the procedure's arguments (i.e., (car <formal>)).

These are the only possibilities. Constants are not a problem, as they will be the same for every
call site. Values constructed by the procedure are also valid for every call site, since computing them
alters the domain speci�cations of their arguments, thus restricting the MGI of the specialization
such that only call sites that would construct the same values will re-use this specialization. This
leaves the case of argument values that are \passed through," which can be solved by changing the
interpretation of the return value speci�cation.

Instead of treating the return value speci�cation as a value, and using it as the return value
speci�cation for all call sites, we will instead treat it as a template to be instantiated at each call
site. When the decision to re-use a specialization is made, the specializer matches the symbolic
values in the arguments against those in the specialization index, and builds a substitution envi-
ronment. Any part of the specialization index appearing in the template (which was built from
the specialization index during the specialization process) is replaced by the corresponding part
of the argument speci�cation. There is a technicality related to generalization: if a value in the
return value approximation was obtained by generalizing two other values, then the generalization
must be performed again after substitution has taken place. This requires that the specializer keep
track of how generalized values were computed; the parents attribute used for handling residual
conditionals can be used to do this. If a return value has symbolic values in its parents attribute,
we instantiate them, then generalize the instantiated values. Consider specializing the function

(lambda (a b c d)

(list 44 (+ a 1) c (if b c d)))

on a=2, b unknown, c=(foo 1) and d=(foo 2)8. We will use the names a, b, c, and d to denote
the symbolic values bound to the formal parameters a, b, c, and d, respectively. The specializer

8For simplicity, we use a notation which omits FUSE's manifest type speci�ers. Technically, these spec-

i�cations should be written as (number 2), top, (pair ((symbol foo) . (pair ((number 1) . nil)))), and

(pair ((symbol foo) . (pair ((number 2) . nil)))), respectively.
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builds a specialization

(lambda (a b c d)

(list 44 3 c (if b c d)))

and a return value template (t1 t2 c t3), where the value speci�cations of the symbolic values t1,
t2, c, and t3 are 44, 3, (foo 1), and (foo top-number), respectively. Additionally, the symbolic
value t3 has parents fc; dg. Thus, the return value speci�cation for this call site, computed by
taking the value speci�cation attribute of all component symbolic values, is (44 3 (foo 1) (foo

top-number)).
Assume that the specializer re-uses the specialization at another call site where a and b are

unchanged, but c=(foo 3) and d=(bar 3). We will use the names a0, b0, c0 and d0 to denote
the symbolic values containing these value speci�cations. The substitution environment will bind
the symbolic value the index corresponding to the formal parameters to their new values (i.e.,
fa = a0; b = b0; c = c0; d = d0g). Instantiation of the return template works as follows. The �rst two
elements, t1 and t2, are not bound in the substitution environment, and are copied unchanged. The
third element, c, is bound to c0, so that value is used. The fourth element, t3, is not bound in the
substitution environment, but was built via generalization. Looking up both of its parents, c and d
in the substitution environment yields c0 and d0 respectively; generalizing their value speci�cations
gives a new symbolic value t4 with value speci�cation (top-symbol 3). Thus, the instantiated
template is (t1 t2 c0 t4), which has a value speci�cation of (44 3 (foo 3) (top-symbol 3)),
which is correct for the new parameter values.

This method allows the specializer to get as much information out of a call to re-used specialized
procedure as it would have had it built a new specialization. Thus, it has the potential to reduce
specialization time without compromising the accuracy of specialization. It is a type 3 modi�cation;
adding templates and instantiation a�ects only the type inference portion of the specializer, not
the re-use mechanism.

3.2 Handling Higher-Order Programs

All of the examples thus far have been limited to �rst order programs. In this section, we show that
our mechanism works equally well for higher-order programs, and describe the necessary changes
to various higher-order specialization algorithms.

Specializers represent families of runtime closures by single closures at specialization time.
These closure approximations contain an expression and an environment binding free variables to
specialization-time approximations of runtime values. Closures are �rst-class objects and may be
passed anywhere; if two closures of the same lambda-expression are generalized, corresponding slots
in the environment are generalized also. Handling higher-order programs requires that we produce
accurate use information for values captured in closures, as well as values passed as arguments to
closures. Since building a closure is a \non-touching" operation, it does not a�ect the MGIs of any
values in \closed-over" variables; all of the MGI-lowering work happens when closures are unfolded
or specialized. We treat unfolding �rst, then specialization.

3.2.1 Unfolding Closures

Unfolding a closure is similar to unfolding a �rst order procedure, in that the domain speci�cations
of the actual parameters may be altered if they are used in the body of the closure. In addition, the
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(define (kons the-kar the-kdr)

(lambda (msg)

(case msg

((kar) the-kar)

((kdr) the-cdr))))

(define (kar the-kons)

(the-kons 'kar))

(define (kdr the-kons)

(the-kons 'kdr))

Figure 6: An implementation of pairs using closures and message passing

domain speci�cations of values in the closure's environment (i.e., values bound to its free variables)
may also be altered. Both cases are treated identically; that is, whenever a value is used to perform
a reduction, its domain speci�cation is altered. Because unfolding the closure makes use of the
closure's body and environment, the domain speci�cation of the closure is lowered accordingly.

For example, consider an implementation of pairs using closures (Figure 6). If we specialize

(define (test x y)

(+ (kar x) y))

on x=(kons 1 2) and y unknown, and unfold both the application of the procedure kar and the
closure bound to x, the residual code will be

(define (res-test x y)

(+ 1 y))

where the domain speci�cation for x is a closure consisting of the expression (lambda (msg) ...)

and bindings for the free variables the-kar (bound to 1) and the-kdr (bound to 2), and where
the domain speci�cation for a is top. The symbolic values in the closure's environment also have
domain speci�cations; the-kar has speci�cation (number 1), while the-kdr has speci�cation top.
Thus, the specialization res-test could be re-used for x=(kons 1 3).

Thus, we see that values in the environment of a closure which is unfolded are treated anal-
ogously to values contained in a data structure which is accessed, while values passed as actual
parameters in an unfolded call to a closure are treated like actual parameters to a �rst-order proce-
dure which is unfolded. This requires no modi�cations to the re-use criterion or to the specializer.

3.2.2 Specializing Closures

The previous subsection described how unfolded closures (which are completely consumed at spe-
cialization time) are treated, leaving open the question of how specialized closures (which appear
in the residual program) are handled under our re-use mechanism. Speci�cally, we must decide
when and how the domain speci�cations of actual parameter values in residual applications and
free variables of residual closures should be modi�ed.
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The proper choices depend on how specializations of closures are constructed. Most existing
specializers for higher-order Scheme [48, 11, 22, 4] build residual closures by specializing their bodies
on completely unknown argument vectors. No knowledge of the argument values at the residual call
sites of a closure is used in computing its specialization; thus, there is no need to lower the domain
speci�cations of the actual parameters at any residual call site. The domain speci�cations of the
free variables are also left untouched; because non-unfolded closure arguments to a procedure have
no e�ect on the residual code for that procedure, it's never necessary to build distinct specializations
of a procedure for call sites passing di�erent closures unless those closures are unfolded within the
specialization. Thus, no modi�cations are necessary.

The version of FUSE described in Section 4 of [39] and in [37] uses control ow analysis to com-
pute more accurate argument vectors for specialized closures. We have not implemented special-
ization re-use under this algorithm, but believe that doing so would not be di�cult; the remainder
of this subsection describes how this could be done.

The control ow analysis approach still builds only one specialization per closure, but builds
a more accurate specialization. The argument values at residual call sites of a specialized closure
are indeed used in constructing the body of the specialized closure, but they do not a�ect the
construction of the residual call, or any other code in the specialization containing the call. Thus,
there is still no need to lower the domain speci�cations of the arguments at residual call sites. This
di�ers from the construction of residual calls to specializations of �rst-order procedures, where we
must lower the domain speci�cations of the actual parameter values to match those of the index of
the specialization. The reason for the di�erence is that, in the �rst order case, the specializer uses
the actual parameters to choose one of multiple specializations of the called procedure; di�erent
argument values could thus result in a di�erent residual call. In the higher-order case, there is
no specialization-time choice because there is still only one specialization per closure, and the
determination of which specialization to invoke at a call site is not made until runtime.

However, even though the re-use mechanism doesn't have to be changed, the iterative algorithm
of [39, 37] for computing the bodies of specialized closures does require a slight alteration to
work properly in the presence of the re-use mechanism. The algorithm operates by incrementally
determining, during the specialization process, which runtime call sites are reach by each closure.
Each time a closure reaches a new call site, the argument speci�cation of the specialized closure is
recomputed by generalizing it with the argument speci�cation of the call site; if the specialization's
argument speci�cation changes, the specialization is rebuilt. The correctness of this algorithm
relies on the fact that the argument speci�cation (i.e., the vector obtained by taking the value
speci�cations of each argument) for each call site speci�es all values which could be passed to the
specialized closure from that site at runtime, so that generalizing the speci�cations from all call sites
will yield a specialization index which is su�ciently general. The re-use mechanism invalidates this
assumption, because if a call site's enclosing specialization is re-used, di�erent values (not reected
in the call site's argument speci�cation) may reach the call site, but will not be seen by the iterative
algorithm, resulting in an insu�ciently general specialization of the closure.

Either of two possible modi�cations will solve this problem. First, the domain speci�cations
of the arguments at a call site do correctly (though not necessarily precisely) approximate all
values which could be passed at that site at runtime. Thus, we can simply modify the iterative
algorithm to use domain speci�cations (once they are completely \lowered," which is true after
the call site's enclosing specialization is complete) instead of argument speci�cations. Because the
domain speci�cations at a call site approximate all values which might appear at that site as a
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result of any possible reuse of the call site's enclosing specialization, this approach can risk building
an overly general specialization of a closure. The problem is that the domain speci�cations must
represent all values which might arrive due to any legal re-use, not only those values which will
actually arrive at runtime. For example, specializing

(define (g f x)

(if (number? x)

(f x)

x))

on f=top and x=4 will compute a domain speci�cation of top-number for x, since the specialization
can safely be re-used for any numeric x. Thus, the argument vector computed for any closure that
might reach the call site (f x) will be at least as high as top-number. If the specialization of g
is re-used on x=3 and x=5.5, this will be optimal; however, if g is re-used only on integers, the
call site (f x) should really only constrain the specializations of closures reaching the site to be
specialized on top-integer.

We can solve this problem by not using the domain speci�cations when computing the argu-
ment speci�cations for specialized closures. Instead, each time a specialization is re-used, we must
recompute the value speci�cations of all residual higher-order call sites within the body of the spe-
cialization, and use these speci�cations to recompute the argument speci�cations of any closures
reaching the sites. This can be accomplished either by an instantiation procedure similar to that
used for computing return values in Section 3.1.1, or by extending the incremental control ow
analysis mechanism of [39, Section 4.5] to pass information about scalar values, in addition to pairs
and closures, along initial source/�nal destination links. In any case, the modi�cations necessary
to make the re-use mechanism work with higher-order specialization a�ect only the higher-order
specialization mechanism, not the re-use mechanism (type 3 modi�cation).

3.3 Improving Re-use

In the previous subsections, we have described how to extend the re-use mechanism to deal with
type inference and higher-order extensions to the specializer. We now turn to the problem of
improving the re-use mechanism itself, either to reduce the number of redundant specializations
constructed and discarded, or to increase the number of opportunities for sharing through re-use.

3.3.1 Improving the Re-Use Criterion

As described in Section 2.3, our re-use criterion will re-use a prior specialization without �rst
building a new one when it can prove that (1) it is safe to do so, and (2) building a new specialization
would not be worthwhile. (1) is easily proved or disproved using the safety criterion of De�nition 3,
but (2) can be proved in only limited cases. The algorithm of Section 2.3 can prove (2) only when
the new argument speci�cation v0 is more general than the old one v (i.e., v v v0). This is possible
because more general values always lead to more general MGIs.

Unfortunately, this criterion is rather weak, and can cause the specializer to waste time building
and discarding specializations. Two cases in which this occurs are as follows. First, a more speci�c
argument value may not allow the specializer to build a better specialization: i.e., specializing

(lambda (x) (number? x))
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on 1 yields the same MGI as specializing it on top-number. If we build the specialization for 1
�rst, all is well, but if we build the one for top-number �rst, our algorithm has no way of knowing
that 1 won't lead to any more reductions; it must evaluate (number? 1) in order to determine this,
at which point it �nds out it needn't have bothered. This is exactly the problem we saw in the
second example on page 14. We call this the problem of re�ned indices.

A similar problem arises even when the new argument value is not more speci�c than the
�rst one, but merely incomparable with it. Specializing the function above on 1 gives an MGI of
top-number; on a subsequent attempt to specialize it on 2, the algorithm cannot determine that
number? will treat 1 similarly to 2 without actually evaluating it. This can be a real problem in
interpreters which pass explicitly tagged data structures, some of whose tags are never examined;
since all of the tags are known symbols (incomparable in our type system), the specializer must
build and discard specializations for each combination of tags in unexamined positions. As a trivial
example, consider

(lambda (obj)

(if (eq? (first obj) 'pair-tag)

(second obj)

'error))

specialized initially on obj=(pair-tag (num-tag top) (num-tag top)))9 and subsequently on
(pair-tag (sym-tag top) (num-tag top)). Both specializations use only the information that
the argument, obj, is a pair whose car is the symbol pair-tag; thus, the MGI is (pair-tag top

. top)). Unfortunately, because sym-tag and num-tag are incomparable, the v v v0 test fails,
and we must build the second specialization, only to �nd that it has the same MGI, and discard
it. We will call this the problem of incomparable indices.

In both cases, our algorithm saves no work (i.e., fails to prove that the new specialization will
have the same MGI as the old one) because the MGI denotes does not denote just the set of values
for it is optimal to re-use the specialization, but rather the entire set of values for which such use is
safe. In this section, we will describe two ways of addressing these cases. Our �rst solution limits
the behavior of primitive reductions in the specializer in order to solve the problem of incomparable
indices, but doesn't address the problem of re�ned indices. Our second solution applies to both cases
without limiting the behavior of the specializer, but requires that extra information be maintained.

The problem with incomparable indices arises when the specializer constructs a specialization
on a speci�cation v, resulting in MGI d, and is subsequently asked to compute a specialization on
a speci�cation v0 v d where v 6v v0 and v0 6v v. If v0 denoted strictly less information than v, we
would be able to establish that the new specialization could be no better than the prior one (i.e.,
if we denote the new specialization's MGI by d0, d0 = d), while if v0 denoted more information, the
new specialization might be better (i.e., d0 v d). Unfortunately, neither of these relationships holds
here. The re-use algorithm cannot make any determination, and so must build a new specialization,
then compare the two MGIs.

We solve this dilemma by requiring that specializations built on incomparable values have MGIs
which are either equal or incomparable; we call this the incomparability restriction. Adopting this
restriction makes the optimal re-use test decidable for all incomparable values. Consider building

9Once again, we are using an abbreviated notation in which concrete values and pairs are denoted in the usual

Scheme fashion, and in which explicit type markers are omitted when they can be inferred. In this case, only top is a

type marker. The full notation for this value is obj=(pair ((symbol pair-tag) . (pair (symbol num-tag)...)))
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top

bottom

unsafe to reuse

safe and optimal to reuse

safe to reused

v

Figure 7: Re-Use criterion, extended to take advantage of the properties of incomparable indices.
Given an argument speci�cation v0, the reusability of an existing specialization with argument
speci�cation v can be determined by locating v0 in the diagram above. Re-use is safe when v0 v d

and is optimal when v0 6< v.

a new specialization on the new value v0. If v0 6v d, re-use will be unsafe, and a new specialization
must be constructed. If v0 v d, then, by the properties of specialization, we know that d0 v d

(where d0 is the MGI of the new specialization on v0). Adding the incomparability restriction tells
us d0 = d _ (d0 6v d ^ d 6v d0); combining these properties gives d0 = d, so we can conclude that
the new specialization will be redundant. Thus, for incomparable values v and v0, re-use is always
either unsafe or optimal; we will never have to build a specialization for v0 and discard it.

This allows us to change the re-use criterion to re-use the existing specialization whenever
v0 v d ^ v0 6< v (for a pictorial representation of this criterion, see Figure 7).10 For example, a
specialization of

(lambda (x) (number? x))

built on x=1 (with MGI top-number) could be re-used for x=2, because 2 v >Num^2 6< 1. Similarly,
applications of

(lambda (obj)

(if (eq? (first obj) 'pair-tag)

(second obj)

'error))

with di�erent values for (second obj) would share the same specialization. This criterion is not
useful for re�ned indices; e.g., a specialization of

10This is the solution originally used in FUSE, and documented in the original version of [36]. The revised version

of that paper [35] switched to the criterion of Section 2.3, which is applicable to all specializers, not just FUSE.
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top-number

top-integer top-float

1 2 3 ... 1.1 1.11 3.14159 ...

Figure 8: A subdomain for numeric types

(lambda (x) (number? x))

built on x=top-number could not be re-used for x=1, because 1 < >Num.

The question at hand is whether the incomparability restriction constrains the specializer too
strongly. Basically, it forces applications of primitive operators in the specializer to treat siblings
in the domain of values consistently: it must never be the case that one subtype of a type is used
completely, while another is not used at all. For example, in the numeric subdomain of Figure 8,
any primitive which uses an argument of top-int (i.e., lowers its domain speci�cation to top-int)
would also have to use an argument of top-float. An argument of (float 5.5) wouldn't have to
be completely used, but its domain speci�cation would have to be lowered to at least top-float.
For example, the predicate integer? has the desired behavior (it uses the fact that its input either
is or is not an integer). Conversely, any primitive which doesn't make use of all of the information
in a particular value must not make use of all of the information in any incomparable argument
value (e.g., since number? uses only top-number when applied to (integer 5), it must also use
top-number when applied to (integer 6), top-float, or (float 5.5)).

This property holds for most reasonable implementations of specialization-time primitives. We
have encountered only one optimization which violates this property: algebraic simpli�cation. Con-
sider an implementation of + which reduces to one of its arguments when the other argument is
is known to be 0. Applying + to (integer 1) and top-integer yields an MGI of (top-integer
top-integer)11, while applying it to (integer 0) and top-integer yields an MGI of ((integer
0) top-integer). This is not a problem in the current incarnation of FUSE, which does not
perform such simpli�cations; specializers with such optimizations could not use this approach.12

11This is assuming that we are limiting specialization by forbidding the inlining of the constant 1 in this case; for

details, see the discussion of limiting in Section 3.3.2.
12Actually, this criterion works even in the presence of algebraic simpli�cations, provided that a su�ciently detailed

type lattice is used. Consider a case where, in addition to lattice elements for >Int and the concrete integers 1, 2,

etc., the lattice contained an element >nonzero-integer. Then applying + to (integer 1) and top-integer would
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The incompatibility restriction is both a type 1 modi�cation, in that it modi�es the re-use crite-
rion, and a restriction on the operation of the specializer (i.e., it cannot violate the incompatibility
restriction), which might require a type 3 modi�cation to specializers which don't already have the
incompatibility restriction property.

A second approach, which addresses the problem of re�ned values in addition to that of incompa-
rable values, uses a di�erent tactic. Instead of constraining the specializer (via the incomparability
restriction) so that re-use decisions can be made using the argument values and the MGI alone,
this approach computes additional information which allows the specializer to prove that re-use
of a specialization is optimal. Remember that we want to know whether, given a specialization
constructed on argument speci�cation v, yielding MGI d, building a new specialization on v0 where
v0 v d might be worthwhile. It isn't worthwhile for v v v0 v d (c.f. Section 2.3), but we need
a solution for the cases v0 v v and v 6v v0. We accomplish this by keeping track of not only the
information used in constructing a specialization, but also what (unavailable) information would
allow a better specialization to be constructed. For example, specializing

(lambda (x) (number? x))

on top-number yields an MGI of top-number, and notes that no amount of additional information
would be useful (in building a new specialization). Thus, building a new specialization for (number
1) would be a waste of time. Similarly, specializing

(lambda (x) (+ x 5))

on top-integer yields an MGI of top-integer, and notes that any value v for x where v < >Int
would lead to a better specialization. Thus, new specializations would be built for x=1, x=2, etc.

There are several possibilities for representing this notion of useful additional information. One
might consider computing a set of all values which would be useful; this is unrealistic because
this set would often be in�nite (in the previous example, all integers are useful). A more practical
method approximates the set of useful values by its least upper bound in the lattice; the idea is that
any value lying at or below this bound is potentially useful, while any value lying above this bound
is guaranteed to yield the same MGI as that of the specialization associated with the bound.13 We
will call this bound the \demand speci�cation," as it represents information that is demanded but
unavailable. Given a specialization built on value v with MGI d and demand speci�cation u, we
can avoid building a new specialization for another argument value whenever re-use is safe (v0 v d),
and either

� The new value is more general than the old one (v0 w v), or

� The new value is not more speci�c than the most general \useful" value (v0 6v u).

This criterion is depicted pictorially in Figure 9. For example, specializing

give an MGI of (top-nonzero-integer top-integer), while applying + to (integer 0) and top-integer would
yield an MGI of ((integer 0) top-integer). Because top-nonzero-integer and (integer 0) are incomparable,

the MGIs are incomparable, and the incomparability restriction holds.
13This is still somewhat coarse, as there is no way to say that all known integers are useful without also saying

than top-integer is useful also (though, if, as in the example, top-integer is the MGI, we know it isn't useful).

Maintaining such a distinction would require the use of a domain that models sets of values taken from the specializer's

value domain, including partially known elements like top-integer.
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top

bottom

unsafe to reuse

safe and optimal to reuse

safe to reused

v

u

Figure 9: Re-Use criterion, extended with an approximation of \useful" information. Given an
argument speci�cation v0, the reusability of an existing specialization v can be determined by
locating v0 in the diagram above. Re-use is safe when v0 < d and is optimal when v v v0 or v0 6v u.
The graphic above depicts a case where u < v; this is not necessarily the case.

(lambda (x) (number? x))

on either top-number or 1 would yield an MGI of top-number and a demand speci�cation of bottom,
indicating that all non-bottom values which are numbers will result in the same specialization. Thus,
unlike the criterion of Figure 7, we obtain the desired result (re-use of the specialization) for both
re�ned indices (�rst specializing on top-number, then on 2), and for incomparable indices (�rst
specializing on 1, then on 2). Furthermore, this criterion operates correctly under specializers that
perform algebraic optimizations. Specializing

(lambda (x y) (+ x y))

on x=1 and y=top-integer yields the specialization

(lambda (x y) (int-+ x y))

which has a MGI of (top-integer top-integer) and a demand speci�cation of (top-integer
top-integer). Thus, the specialization can be re-used for x=top-integer, y=top-integer (be-
cause only the fact that both x and y were integers was used in building the specialization), but
not for x=0, y=top-integer, because that argument vector would yield a di�erent specialization,
namely

(lambda (x y) y).

We can simplify our implementation somewhat by noting that, in practice, it is almost always
the case that the demand approximation is either equal to the MGI (meaning that values below
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the MGI would be useful) or bottom (meaning that all values below the MGI are useless, except
for bottom, which is always useful for strict primitives). Cases where this is not true do exist;
for example, siblings in the type lattice may not be equivalently useful in performing reductions.
Consider a lattice which contains >Num, >Fixnum , and >Bignum (where >Fixnum < >Num and
>Bignum < >Num) and and an implementation of 1+ which can make use of the fact that its
argument is a �xnum, but not that it is a bignum. Applying such an operator to top-bignum

would return a domain speci�cation of top-number and a demand speci�cation of top-fixnum.
However, we have yet to encounter any such cases in our partial evaluators.

This allows the simpli�cation of reducing the demand speci�cation to a single boolean ag
per symbolic value. If the ag is true, then the demand speci�cation is the same as the domain
speci�cation (i.e., values below the domain speci�cation but above bottom are useful); otherwise,
the demand speci�cation is bottom (the only useful value below the domain speci�cation is the
bottom element). Primitives which receive an argument which is su�ciently known to allow them
to be reduced completely (e.g., number? applied to top-number) set the ag to false; otherwise, the
ag is set to true. The re-use criterion under this simpli�cation is as follows. Given a specialization
built on value v with MGI d, and with demand function f mapping a symbolic value to its demand
ag, we can avoid building a new specialization for another argument value whenever re-use is safe
(v0 v d), and either

� The new value is more general than the old one (v0 w v), or

� The specialization is optimal for all non-bottom values, and the new value is not bottom (for
all subparts x of v0, :f(x) ^ (x 6= ?)).

This criterion allows us to handle the second example of page 14 without having to build and
then discard a specialization built on n=1.

Computing \useful" information is both a type 1 and a type 2 modi�cation; not only do we
change the re-use criterion, but we must compute new information (demand speci�cations) to
evaluate the criterion.

3.3.2 Limiting Specialization

In the previous subsection, we increased the amount of re-use by improving the accuracy of the re-
use criterion, allowing it to avoid constructing new specializations in a greater number of cases. In
this subsection, we describe another way to achieve more re-use, not by improving the estimation
of the specializer's use of information, but by limiting that use;i.e., constructing more general
specializations.

The re-use analysis described above operates by determining which of the information present
in the original argument speci�cation (specialization index) is used, and re-using the specialization
on argument speci�cations for which it can prove that the same information will be used. What
should \used" mean? We have been using the criterion that information about a value is used when
it allows the specializer to perform a reduction at specialization time that otherwise would have to
be performed at runtime. Using information in a value speci�cation to decide a conditional, apply a
function call head, or execute a primitive procedure are all clearly instances of this criterion. What
is more di�cult to decide is what to do when given information about a primitive procedure's
arguments, but not enough to execute the primitive. Such an example is specializing
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(lambda (x y)

(+ x y))

with x speci�ed as (number 2) and y speci�ed as top. Our choice is between producing the
specialization (lambda (x y) (+ 2 y)), thus restricting the domain to x equal to 2, or producing
(lambda (x y) (+ x y)), which doesn't restrict its domain. Both specializations return the same
information (namely, that the result of applying it is a number), and neither one completely reduces
the application of +. The question is: \Is the �rst specialization better?" In our view, this depends
on the virtual machine that will be executing the residual program. Some processors have an \add
immediate" instruction, which can add the constant 2 to a register value faster than it can add two
register values, some take the same amount of time for both operations, and some might even run
more slowly on the �rst specialization because of the overhead of loading the value 2 into a register.
Also, building residual code of the form (+ 2 x) makes fewer specializations re-usable, increasing
the size (and slowing the performance) of residual programs. One way out of the problem would
be to delegate it to the code generation postpass, which could be expected to know more about the
target architecture; it could detect and merge specializations which it considered to be the same.
However, this would remove an opportunity for speeding up the specializer; since, if the specializer
knew these rules, it could avoid building redundant specializations such as (lambda (x y) (+ 2

y)) and (lambda (x y) (+ 3 y)), instead of building both and having the code generator \clean
up" later.

Another opportunity for sharing comes from non-touching constructor primitives such as cons,
which can be reduced14 at specialization time without any knowledge about its arguments. At
specialization time, the reduction of (cons x y), where y is 1, doesn't \use" the information
that y is 1; the question is whether (cons x 1) is better code than (cons x y), where y will
be bound to 1 at runtime. This situation often occurs when the usual Scheme append routine
is specialized: each call site with an unknown �rst argument and a known second argument will
generate a di�erent specialization, yet all of these specializations will be identical save for a single
constant in a residual application of cons. Is the bene�t of having constants inlined worth the cost
of a much larger residual program?

We are uncommitted on this issue, and believe that further research is necessary to determine
when the bene�ts of performing a particular specialization outweigh its costs. In order to facilitate
such work, FUSE is con�gurable: the behavior of each FUSE primitive, when faced with inputs on
which it cannot be reduced at specialization time, can be individually tuned. Con�guring primitives
to use their arguments (i.e. alter their arguments' domain speci�cations) only when necessary to
perform a reduction leads to more sharing, while con�guring them to take advantage argument
information for code generation leads to less sharing, but possibly faster residual programs.

In any case, limiting specialization a�ects only the specializer's reduce/residualize choice (i.e.,
type 3 modi�cation), and does not require that we alter either the re-use criterion or the compu-
tation of demand speci�cations.

4 Discussion

We have devoted much space to formalizing the problem of redundant specialization, and to de-
scribing a solution (and its variants) to the problem. However, the examples in the introduction

14Technically, both reduced and left residual; see [47] for an explanation.
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are all very small; this begs the question of whether redundant specialization is indeed a problem
in practice. We now address this issue by showing several examples where it is indeed a problem,
and argue that, as specializers become more powerful, it will become more severe.

4.1 Examples

In this section, we describe two examples of redundant specialization which occur when specializing
realistic programs with FUSE. Our �rst example, an interpreter for an imperative language, shows
an instance of a problem which a�ect all specializers, while our second example shows how our re-use
mechanism removes some forms of overhead which are speci�c to online specialization techniques.

4.1.1 Interpreters

Our �rst example is an interpreter for a small imperative language. The \MP" language, �rst used
as an example by Sestoft [42], has if, while, and assignment statements, as well as a variety of
expressions. A fragment of a direct-style interpreter for this language is given in Figure 10. The
MP program shown in Figure 11 computes the xy where x and y are unary numbers represented
as lists of arbitrary tokens.

We would expect that specializing an MP interpreter on this program would build two residual
loops (i.e., specializations of the procedure mp-while), one for the two (while kn ...) loops,
and one for the (while next ...) loop. Most o�ine specializers (such as those described in
[5, 29, 32, 42] do exactly that. They are able to build one residual loop implementing the two
(while kn ...) loops because the interpreter procedure implementing while loops (mp-while)
is invoked on identical arguments for both loops; i.e., the expressions for the loop bodies are the
same, the identi�ers in the store are the same, and the values in the store have all been abstracted
to top (\dynamic," in o�ine terminology).

Online specializers such as FUSE, however, do not obtain this result. Because online specializers
perform abstraction only when necessary for termination purposes, they compute approximations
to the values in the store. In particular, FUSE is able to deduce that the value bound to out is
the empty list when the �rst (while kn ...) loop runs, but is a pair when the second (while kn

...) loop runs. Thus, the store argument to mp-while is di�erent at the two call sites, causing
the specializer to build two distinct specializations, one for a store with out known to be the empty
list, and one for a store with out known to be a pair. Of course, since the (while kn ...) loops
never assign or reference the variable out, the two specializations are identical. This wastes time
in the specializer, which must construct an extra specialization, and produces a residual program
containing two identical specializations.

When we enable on the re-use mechanism, things are di�erent. After the specializer builds
the �rst specialization for (while kn ...) where out is known to be the empty list, the domain
speci�cation of the corresponding cell in the store is top, indicating that the information in the call,
nil, was unused. When asked to build a specialization where out is known to be pair, the specializer
can deduce that it is safe to re-use the existing specialization (because (top : top) v top). If
either of the optimality criteria of Section 3.3.1 are used, specializer will immediately deduce that
the new value for out will not be useful, and will re-use the existing specialization, while if the
simpler criterion of Section 2.3 is used, it will build a new specialization, discover that it has the
same MGI as the old one, and then discard it.
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(define mp

(letrec

((init-store ...)

(mp-command

(lambda (com store)

(let ((token (car com)) (rest (cdr com)))

(cond

((eq? token ':=)

(let ((new-value (mp-exp (cadr rest) store)))

(update store (car rest) new-value)))

((eq? token 'if)

(if (not (null? (mp-exp (car rest) store)))

(mp-command (cadr rest) store)

(mp-command (caddr rest) store)))

((eq? token 'while) (mp-while com store))

(else ;(eq? token 'begin)

(mp-begin rest store))))))

(mp-begin

(lambda (coms store)

(if (null? coms)

store

(mp-begin (cdr coms) (mp-command (car coms) store)))))

(mp-while

(lambda (com store)

(if (mp-exp (cadr com) store)

(mp-while com (mp-command (caddr com) store))

store)))

(mp-exp ...)

(lookup-proc ...)

(update ...)

(lookup ...)

(main ...)

main))

Figure 10: Fragment of Interpreter for MP
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(program (pars x y) (dec out next kn)

(begin

(:= kn y)

(while kn

(begin

(:= next (cons x next))

(:= kn (cdr kn))))

(:= out (cons next out))

(while next

(if (cdr (car next))

(begin

(:= next (cons (cdr (car next)) (cdr next)))

(while kn

(begin

(:= next (cons x next))

(:= kn (cdr kn))))

(:= out (cons next out)))

(begin (:= next (cdr next))

(:= kn (cons '1 kn)))))))

Figure 11: Exponentiation program written in MP

This sort of di�culty is common in interpreters that maintain a store or environment repre-
senting the state of the program being interpreted. Loops in the interpreted program will force the
construction of residual versions of interpreter procedures which take this state as an argument.
Since most loops in a program reference only a small fraction of the variables in the state, we would
expect to see many redundant specializations based on the values of unreferenced variables in the
state.

However, the literature on specializing interpreters [5, 10, 17, 42, 26] fails to report such re-
dundancies. We believe there are two reasons for this. First, most work to date on specializing
interpreters has been performed with o�ine specializers. Such specializers treat all values which
are not guaranteed to be known at specialization time as top; thus, the values in the state are
represented either by a single top value (in the case of non-partially-static binding time analyses),
or a top value per element of the state (in the case of partially-static BTA). In either case, the
state is unavailable at specialization time, and cannot lead to redundant specializations. Second,
most of the interpreters specialized to date have implemented small imperative languages without
procedure call. When specializing an interpreter for a language without procedure call, there are
few opportunities for sharing. That is, two loops in the interpreted program can be implemented
by a single residual loop only when their bodies are textually identical (since their text is used
in building the residual loop), which is rare. Given a language with procedures, a loop can be
abstracted into a procedure and executed under multiple contexts at specialization time, leading
to redundant specialization if these contexts lead to identical reductions in the body of the loop.
For example, in a language with procedures, the two (while kn ...) loops in the program of
Figure 11 would most likely be abstracted into a single procedure, which would then be invoked on
two di�erent (but, for purposes of specialization, identical) stores.
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no reuse reuse improvement

specialization time (msec) 4867 4816 1.0%

code generation time (msec) 310 299 3.5%

residual program size (pairs) 1180 1024 13%

# procedures constructed 5 3 40%

# procedures in residual 4 3 25%

Figure 12: Results of specializing MP interpreter on exponentiation program, with and without
re-use mechanism. Times are process times (not including gc time) for MIT CScheme on a 28MB
NeXT workstation. The \no reuse" column is for a specializer which does not compute domain
speci�cations at all; computing domain speci�cations (but not using them) takes 5658 msec.

One might also wonder if the need for re-use technology when specializing interpreters is limited
to online specializers, since, in our example, an o�ine specializer's binding time analysis would
simply have abstracted away the values in the state. This is certainly not the case; it is easy to
envision interpreters for which o�ine specializers also build redundant specializations. Consider
a statically typed language with parametric polymorphism. An interpreter for such a language
would either factor the type descriptors into a separate type environment which is completely
known at specialization time (as is done by the Algol interpreter in [13]), or would leave them
attached to the values in the state (which would still allow a su�ciently precise Binding Time
Analysis to deduce that they are static). In either case, the known values used by the interpreter
to implement types would not be abstracted by the binding time analysis and could thus lead to
redundant specialization. O�ine program specializers for typed languages can treat polymorphism
in programs explicitly [29], but even such specializers would need a re-use mechanism for interpreters
for polymorphic languages, due to the need to represent values in the interpreted program using a
single universal type.

The results of specializing the interpreter of Figure 10 on the program of Figure 11 with and
without the re-use mechanism are shown in Figure 12. Re-using the same specialization of mp-while
for both (while kn ...) loops yields a 13% smaller residual program with 1 less specialization.
The time savings are less impressive. The specialization criterion avoided building two specializa-
tions (one is the redundant while loop described above; the other is an artifact of the specialization
technique, and is explained in Section 4.1.2), but saved only 1% in specialization time. This is due
to overhead in computing domain speci�cations, performing extra type comparisons, and instan-
tiating return value templates. In this example, where the specializer spent approximately 16%
of its time on such overhead, the time saved by not building the two avoided specializations is
approximately equal to the overhead, yielding a better-quality residual program but no time sav-
ings. We expect to see greater time savings in the future, for several reasons. First, the redundant
specialization in this example was quite small; larger programs may have more, larger, redundant
specializations, giving greater savings. Second, the amount of overhead is heavily dependent on
the complexity of the specializer; as we move to more complex termination mechanisms, etc, the
amount of time spent computing domain speci�cations will become a smaller fraction of the total
specialization time. Finally, the type comparison and return value instantiation operations in our
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prototype implementation are very slow; we expect that clever programming could speed them up
by almost an order of magnitude.

4.1.2 Online Specialization

In the interpreter case above, the risk of redundant specialization arises from the nature of the
program being specialized; the interpreter contains a procedure (mp-while) which, due to the
structure of the MP program, is invoked on di�erent but (for purposes of specialization) equivalent
arguments at specialization time.

Sometimes, the risk of redundant specialization comes from the structure of the specializer,
which specializes a particular procedure multiple times even though it is only invoked once at
specialization time, and only one specialization of the procedure will appear in the residual program.
In FUSE, this arises because of the fundamentally iterative nature of the specializer.

First, FUSE uses pairwise generalization [45, 40, 38] to compute what actual arguments to use
when building a specialization. That is, FUSE will compute the body of a specialization over and
over again on increasingly general arguments until the arguments are su�ciently general that all
non-unfoldable recursive calls to the same procedure within the body of the specialization match
some specialization in the cache. Thus, expressions in the body of the procedure being iteratively
specialized may be evaluated on more speci�c values during early iterations than during the �nal
iteration. If those expressions include procedure calls, each call site will see increasingly general
arguments as iteration proceeds, meaning that any specializations built by a call site during an early
iteration may be too speci�c for the same call site during a later iteration. Only the specializations
built during the last iteration are guaranteed to appear in the residual program; the others may
just be wasted e�ort.15 For example, specializing

(define (foo x y)

(if (= x 0)

(bar y)

(baz (foo (- x 1) (* x y)))))

on x=top-number and y=1 will �rst specialize the body of foo on x=top-number, y=1, then on
x=top-number, y=top-number. Thus, we will construct two specializations of bar, one for y=1 and
one for y=top-number, even though only the latter specialization will be invoked by the specializa-
tion of foo.

Similarly, the �xpoint techniques for computing return value approximations described in
[49, 39] and Section 3.1 rebuild the body of a specialization until its return value approxima-
tion converges. If the body of a procedure p invokes some other procedure q on p's return value,
then q may end up being repetitively specialized on increasingly general values. Since the only
specialization of q invoked by the specialization of p is the one built on p's �nal return value ap-
proximation, all but that �nal specialization may be useless. For example, if we assume that, in
the example above, bar and baz are strict functions mapping numbers to numbers, then baz will
be specialized �rst on bottom, then on 1, and, �nally, on top-number. Only this last specialization
will be invoked by the residual version of foo.

15We say \may" be wasted because some other portion of the program might indeed require a specialization

constructed on one of the values that was too speci�c for this site, in which case the work is not wasted.
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Both of these situations result in the construction of potentially useless specializations. That
is, if a specialization s is built on argument values v at a call site c, either (1) the arguments at c
in the residual program are more general than v, rendering s inapplicable at c, or (2) c does not
appear in the residual program at all. Of course, there may be some other call site c0 with argument
values v0 in the residual program at which s is applicable, in which case e�ort was not wasted.

The re-use mechanism increases the chance that such a site c0 will exist by allowing s to be
re-used at sites where v v v0 v MGI [s]16 instead of only at sites where v0 = v. Indeed, s may be
reusable at the same call site where it was constructed (e.g., c0 = c). For example, if bar and baz

only use the fact that their argument is a number, then the (formerly \orphaned") specializations
(bar 1) and (baz 1) can be invoked by the �nal specialization of foo. Even if this is not the
case, the chance that the \orphaned" specialization will be usable somewhere else in the residual
program is increased.

Such opportunities for re-use do occur in realistic programs. On such example is the second
redundant specialization detected when specializing the MP interpreter (c.f. Figure 12. The special-
izer initially unfolds the invocation of mp-while on the (while next ...) loop on a store where
out is known to be (top . nil), then replaces the unfolded version with a specialization where
out is (top . top). This results in the building of two specializations of mp-while for the inner
(while kn ...) loop, one for out=(top . nil), and one for out=(top . top), even though the
�rst such specialization does not appear in the residual program. Thus, without the re-use mech-
anism, the specializer builds 5 specializations, 4 of which appear in the residual program. Since
the re-use mechanism detects that the value of out is not used in specializing mp-while on either
of the (while kn ...) loops, it builds only 3 specializations, all of which appear in the residual
program.

The amount of redundancy incurred as a result of iteration in the specializer, and the amount of
savings realizable from avoiding such redundancy, is highly dependent on the specializer's termina-
tion mechanism and on the complexity (height) of its type lattice. For example, under one version
of FUSE with a simple type lattice and termination criterion, specializing an 800-line partial eval-
uator on unknown inputs built 29 specializations, 16 of which appeared in the residual program;
adding the re-use criterion avoided the construction of only one specialization, and didn't even save
enough time to cover the overhead of doing so, while specializing the same program under a version
of FUSE with an expensive termination criterion and a larger type lattice saved a factor of 10 in
specialization time.

4.2 Future Issues

The examples above show that our re-use mechanism can be worthwhile for current program special-
izers. We believe that the need for such mechanisms will only increase in the future, as specializers
and the languages they operate on become more powerful.

� Side E�ects: Existing specializers for languages with side e�ects make little use of informa-
tion about values in the store; indeed, some, such as [6, 9] force all store operations to be
residualized. Since most procedures access only a small fraction of the cells in the store, once
information about values in the store is used, it will be important to base re-use decisions
only on the portion of the store actually used in building the specialization (this is the same

16Alternately, we could use either of the more sophisticated criteria of Section 3.3.1.
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as the problem of dealing with the store in an interpreter for an imperative language, except
that, instead of being rei�ed in the interpreter, the store has been moved into the language,
where it must be handled explicitly by the specializer). Some work on imperative languages
has encountered this problem; both [21] and [44] limit the use of the store in making re-use
decisions [44].

� Typed Languages: The specialization of languages with types, particularly those with poly-
morphism and subtyping, will lead to more opportunities for redundant specialization. For
example, a parametrically polymorphic procedure cannot \use" any part of its polymorphic
argument, so such arguments should not be considered when making re-use decisions. Simi-
larly, in an object-oriented language, method dispatch does not always use the exact class of
an object, but merely the fact that it is a subclass of some other class, from which it inherited
the method. That is, if a specialization is built on an argument of class a, but only invokes the
argument on operations (message sends) for which a doesn't override or extend the method
it inherits from some superclass b, then the specialization is valid for all objects whose class
is a subclass of b, not just objects of class a.

� Improved BTA: To date, redundant specialization has not been a major problem for o�ine
specializers because the binding time analyzer limits the amount of information that the
specializer considers when building specializations. As we move to more sophisticated binding
time analyses, such as polyvariant BTA [32, 10, 29] and BTA which allows the use of known
properties of otherwise unknown values [14], more information will be made available at
specialization time. It is not clear that all of this information will indeed be useful for
performing reductions; thus, we foresee an increased risk of redundant specialization.

We also foresee several uses other than the re-use of specializations for our re-use mechanism.
First, with only minor modi�cations, it should be possible to use our mechanism to share unfolded
versions of procedures as well as specialized versions of procedures. This is important when dealing
with contination-passing-style code; for example, specializing

(lambda (k x y z)

(if (foo x)

(k y)

(k z)))

on unknown x but known k, y, and z would normally unfold k on both y and z. Often, however,
the residual code for both unfoldings is the same. For example, k might use its argument in a
ow-dependent manner (i.e., only use it when some free variable is true), or it might never use its
argument (i.e., just cons it into the �nal return value). Extending our mechanism to unfoldings
is simply a matter of caching argument vectors and computing MGIs for unfoldings as well as
for specializations. One simple way to do this is to specialize all calls, then, after specialization,
post-unfold all calls with only one call site (such a 1-bit reference counting scheme is used in [6]).
Of course, specializing all calls might require too much bookkeeping and caching, so some heuristic
for deciding which calls are worth caching might be necessary (Similix-2 [4] chooses to specialize
all if-expressions and closure bodies). In FUSE, post-unfolding would be quite simple; because of
structure sharing in the symbolic value representation of residual code, all that is necessary is to
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replace the code slots of the symbolic values representing the formals with the code slots of those
representing the actuals, and to re-instantiate the code for the return value.

Second, since partial evaluation can be considered to be a form of abstract interpretation [14]
(though this interpretation is not necessarily over a �nite-height domain), our mechanism might
be useful in other abstract interpretation settings. In particular, the control-ow analyses of Shiv-
ers [43] and Harrison [24], and the type analysis of Aiken and Murphy [2, 33] must recompute the
analysis of a procedure each time its abstract arguments move up in the lattice. If their abstract
interpreters were to keep track of which information was actually used to perform abstract reduc-
tions during the analysis, they might be able to avoid some amount of recomputation. At this
point, we cannot say what level of speedup this might provide, but since some of these analyses are
quite time-consuming, re-use mechanisms might be an important part of making them practical.

5 Related Work

Existing program specializers use various techniques for achieving re-use of specializations. The
class of monovariant specializers builds only one specialization of each function de�nition in the
program, thereby achieving re-use at the expense of accuracy. The class of polyvariant specializers,
which build a new specialization for each combination of argument values passed to a function,
re-uses specializations only when their argument speci�cations are the same. This approach gives
a more accurate specialization, but, as we have shown, can build redundant specializations.

Such behavior is less evident in polyvariant specializers used in conjunction with a monovariant
binding time analysis, because the BTA limits the amount of information that the specializer
considers when building specializations. Similarly, specializers with more coarse-grained argument
speci�cation models (such as those without \partially static structures" or typed unknown values)
are less prone to build redundant specializations because there is less information available to cause
the building of such specializations. Because this relative lack of information may adversely a�ect
the quality of specializations, the FUSE strategy attempts to avoid placing a priori limitations
on information use at specialization time, and instead treats the redundant specialization problem
explicitly.

This section describes related work on re-use and limiting of specialization, type systems for
specializers and explanation-based generalization upon which we have relied, or which is relevant
to an understanding of our work and its place in the �eld.

5.1 Re-use and Limiting of Specializations

In [29][Section 7.3], Launchbury describes a specializer for a statically typed �rst-order language
with parametric polymorphism only. Since all polymorphism is parametric, specializing with re-
spect to polymorphic parameters would result, at best, in the inlining of constants, yielding trivial
specializations. Thus, Launchbury's specializer limits itself to building specializations with respect
to those portions of the available information over which the function is not polymorphic.

FUSE operates on a dynamically typed language in which both parametric and ad-hoc polymor-
phism (often over ad-hoc \types" built by user programs) are widely used. Since FUSE attempts to
specialize functions only on information which is used to perform non-trivial reductions at special-
ization time, parametric polymorphism will not give rise to multiple specializations, while ad-hoc
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polymorphism will. Thus, we obtain the desired result without the need for assumptions about the
type system.

Launchbury also suggests [29][Section 8.2.5] using projection-based strictness analysis to deduce
that certain information in the arguments to a function will not be used at runtime, and having
the specializer treat that function as though it had a smaller argument domain (i.e. without the
useless information). The specializer could use this knowledge to eliminate unnecessary runtime
parameter passing, and to avoid the construction of redundant specializations based on the useless
information. Such a mechanism could be considered a static approximation of FUSE's; its static
nature would prevent it from exploiting information that is not available until specialization time.
However, from an e�ciency standpoint, static analyses are attractive; we are actively investigating
a combination of the two.

Gomard and Jones [21] present a specializer for an imperative language, and discuss the problem
of redundant specialization due to \dead" variables assuming multiple static values. Their solution
consists of a pre-processing phase which marks each program point with the names of the variables
known to be live (in the sense of [1]) at that point; only the values of those variables are used
in making re-use decisions. Compared with our mechanism, this scheme has two disadvantages.
Because the analysis is static, it cannot handle conditional liveness based on specialization-time
values. Second, since it operates at the granularity of variables rather than values, it cannot detect
redundancy due to partially live structures such as the store in an interpreter.

In [15], Cooper, Hall, and Kennedy de�ne an optimization called procedure cloning which
has strong similarities to program specialization, and describe a re-use criterion for clones. In
this approach, the programmer de�nes a set of targeted optimizations (e.g., constant propaga-
tion) and a domain of interesting values (e.g., for constant propagation, sets of <variable name,
constant value> pairs). An analysis similar to specialization propagates the values through the
program, computing the set of all argument vectors (\cloning vectors") for each procedure. Dupli-
cation is limited by the choice of the domain of interesting values, and by �ltering the argument
vectors to omit values that can't have any a�ect on the desired optimizations within the proce-
dure or its callees. A second phase merges identical clones using an evaluation function that maps
from argument vectors to a vector of values for \interesting" expressions which a�ect optimizations
(\state vector"). The ability to merge clones based on state is interesting. For example, cloning
can merge specializations of

(lambda (x y a) (* (+ x y) a))

for x=1, y=2, a=top-number, and x=2, y=1, and a=top-number, because (+ x y) evaluates to 3 in
both cases. Since our algorithm views (+ x y) as \using" the actual values of x and y, it cannot
perform this merge. This minimization is possible because only a limited subset of the expressions
are \interesting;" in a program specializer where all expressions are \interesting," it would be
tantamount to comparing the residual code for two specializations (i.e., instead of comparing
specializations on the values of their parameters, compare them on the values of all expressions
reduced while computing their bodies). A third phase actually performs the cloning operation,
making a copy of each procedure for each di�erent \state vector" until a program size threshold is
reached. This algorithm is potentially much more e�cient than specialization because computing
the \used" information for a clone requires only evaluating the \interesting" expressions, unlike
specialization, which requires evaluating all (modulo control ow) expressions in a procedure's
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body. It is not clear how to extend this technique to program specialization.17

The re-use analysis described in [36] and this paper is eager, in that it treats a value as \used"
(i.e., reducing its domain speci�cation) whenever a specialization-time reduction is performed which
is limited to that particular value. However, not all computed values a�ect the building of the
specialization. For example, specializing

(lambda (x y z)

(let ((t (+ x y)))

(if z

(+ x 1)

t)))

on x=1, y=2, and z=#t uses both 1 and 2 when computing the value of t, or 3. However, since z

is true, the computation of t is dead code, and does not a�ect the building of the specialization.
Similarly, any computations performed in computing a return value are really only necessary if
the specialization of the caller makes use of the return value. Katz [28] has proposed performing
specialization-time reductions (and corresponding MGI calculations) lazily to avoid this problem.

5.2 Types

We divide existing work on type systems for specializers into two categories based on when the
type analysis is performed: systems that perform type analysis at specialization time, and systems
that perform it in a pre-pass, at which time only the binding times of values are known.

Several online specializers [27, 23, 3, 41, 14] maintain type information at specialization time.
REDFUN-2 [23], can also propagate information out of conditionals and from the test of a condi-
tional into its branches, but handles only scalar types (though it does compute disjoint unions, and a
limited form of negation, which FUSE doesn't). In certain restricted cases, REDFUN-2 also reasons
about values returned by specializations of non-recursive procedures, though it lacks a template
mechanism, and thus must compute all return values explicitly. The online systems of Berlin [3]
and Schooler [41] propagate information downward using placeholders and partials, respectively,
both of which are similar to FUSE's symbolic values. The parameterized partial evaluation (PPE)
framework of Consel and Khoo [14] is a user-extensible type system for program specialization
which can infer and maintain \static information" drawn from �nite semantic algebras. The online
variant of PPE performs generalization to compute return values for if expressions, but its behav-
ior with respect to return values of residual calls and parameters to specializations of higher-order
procedures is unspeci�ed.

The SIS[20] system uses predicates as speci�cations, giving �ner-grained speci�cations than
FUSE's type speci�cations, and o�ers the possibility of using theorem proving at folding time to
show that re-use of specializations was proper. Unfortunately, SIS is not automatic: it lacks a the-
orem prover, and thus leaves all reasoning about generalization and folding to the user. Futamura's
\Generalized Partial Computation"[19] also advocates the use of predicates as speci�cations, and

17If we could decide which expressions were \interesting," we could make the evaluation function explicit in the

structure of the source by hoisting \interesting" expressions such as (+ x y) of their enclosing lambda; then, the
parameter 3 would be identical in both cases, and reuse could take place [16]. Of course, this merely delegates the

problem to each call site; taken to extremes, this would require hoisting all statically reducible expressions as high

as possible.
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the use of a theorem prover to further specialize the arms of conditionals based on knowledge of
the test. No implementation of this scheme has, as yet, been reported in the literature.

The partially static binding time analyses of Mogensen[31] and Consel[11] reason about struc-
tured types, including recursive ones. Both operate by building �nite tree representations of these
data types. Consel's facet analysis [14] adds the ability to deduce that certain properties of unknown
values will be known at specialization time. Launchbury's projection-based binding time analysis
[29] also models recursive types; it assumes a statically typed language, and constructs a �nite
domain of approximations from the type declarations. These analyses only produce descriptions
of structures whose size will be known at specialization time; since FUSE is an on-line special-
izer, it doesn't need to build recursive descriptions of such values, but instead simply operates on
them. Similarly, binding time analysis can propagate information out of conditionals only when
the test is static, whereas FUSE can do this in both the static and dynamic cases. Several program
transformations [32, 12, 25] have been developed to address this problem of o�ine systems. The
techniques used by partially static binding time analyses to represent specialization-time structures
at BTA time may have interesting applications in online specialization. Modifying these techniques
to run at specialization time (to describe runtime values),would give FUSE the ability to describe
structures such as a list of unknown length that contains only integers.

Young and O'Keefe's type evaluator [50] is very similar to FUSE, but cannot be considered to be
a program specializer because it doesn't build specializations. The type evaluator discovers types
(including recursive types) using a variety of techniques, including �xpointing and generalization
as used in FUSE. Unlike FUSE, however, the type analysis performed by the type evaluator is
monovariant in the sense that a polymorphic formal parameter of a function will be assigned the
least upper bound of the types of the corresponding actuals from all calls to the function, while
a polyvariant type analysis would be free to build a separate, more accurately typed specialized
version of the function for each type of actual parameter.

The FL type inferencer of Aiken and Murphy [33, 2] treats types as sets of expressions rather
than sets of values, avoiding some of the di�culties usually encountered when treating function
types. To some degree, FUSE uses similar techniques, specializing functions at each call site in
order to compute their return types, instead of attempting to build and instantiate type signatures
for functions. Our reuse mechanism adds a limited template functionality, but still stops short of
computing completely general function types.

5.3 Explanation-Based Generalization

The process used by FUSE for computing the most general index of a specialization is isomorphic
to the technique known in the machine learning community as Explanation-Based Generalization
(EBG). In its usual formulation [30], EBG consists of taking an example and an explanation of the
construction of the example, and performing goal regression through the explanation, producing
a more general rule. In the case of a specializer, the example is a specialization, the explanation
is the trace of reductions performed by the specializer while building the specialization, and the
generalized result is the specialization that would be built if the same function were to be specialized
on the MGI of the example specialization. We �nd this notion of an \explanation" unwieldy, and
prefer the alternate formulation of [18], called Explanation-Based Learning (EBL), which avoids
goal regression by maintaining two substitutions, SPECIFIC and GENERAL. In the case of FUSE,
these substitutions correspond to the value and domain speci�cations of the index, respectively.
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This link between specialization and EBG has been noted before by van Harmelen and Bundy
[46], who showed how to convert a partial evaluator into an EBG system by leaving out uni�cations
due to operational predicates (primitive reductions) run by the partial evaluator. However, their
notion of a partial evaluator is somewhat simplistic, as it assumes that the specialization can be
arrived at by merely unrolling the function description on its inputs, producing a set of leaves
of the proof tree (residual applications of primitives) as a result. Their sample partial evaluator
does not reason about recursion, and cannot build loops. Thus, the EBG system derived from
such a simple partial evaluator can only generalize explanations that are trees, meaning it cannot
generalize arbitrary recursive programs. This leaves open the possibility of performing the PE-to-
EBG transformation on FUSE, possibly yielding a new class of EBG systems.

Conclusion

We have shown that existing program specializers using polyvariant specialization can build redun-
dant specializations. We have formulated a re-use criterion based on the domains of specializations,
and have shown how an approximate version of this criterion, based on types, is implemented in
our program specializer, FUSE. Adding our re-use algorithm to FUSE not only allowed it to pro-
duce residual programs with fewer specialized functions, also allowed it, in some cases, to run more
quickly.

We plan to explore several avenues. We plan to add support for recursive datatypes to FUSE,
increasing the accuracy of both specialization and re-use. Decreasing the granularity of the analysis
could enable the specializer to re-use residual expressions, rather than just specializations, helping
to build smaller residual programs. The speed of the specializer could be improved further by
allowing it to re-specialize specializations instead of always specializing original function de�nitions
(this is not possible at the moment because FUSE's input and output languages are not the same).
E�ciency could also be gained by developing a version of our mechanism which works under o�ine
specializers, which can be self-applied. More work remains to be done in the area of limiting
specializations; perhaps a cost-based model, such as that used by some code generation strategies,
could be used. Finally, we hope to explore the use of our specializer in explanation-based learning.
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